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Ocean warming reduces O2 solubility and increases organismal O2 demand,

endangering marine life. Coastal ecosystems, however, experience O2

supersaturation during peak daytime temperatures due to metabolic cycles.

Recent discoveries show that this environmental supersaturation can reduce the

vulnerability of tropical species to warming by satisfying their oxygen requirements.

To test whether this also occurs within the cnidarian holobiont, we elevated internal

O2 in Cassiopea andromeda at nighttime (i.e. holobiont respiration prevails on

Symbiodniaceae O2 production) relying on bell pulsation for ventilation, then

experimentally subjected them to thermal stress (+1°C day-1). Though ecologically

unrealistic, this approach verified our hypothesis and eliminated confounding

factors. Holobionts were exposed to either constant levels of 100% air saturation

(100AS) or nighttime supersaturation (NSS; where 100% air saturation transitioned to

O2 supersaturation at nighttime). At sublethal temperatures, supersaturation

mitigated reductions in holobiont size of ~ 10.37% (-33.418% ± 0.345 under 100AS

vs -23.039% ± 0.687 under NSS). Supersaturation alleviated chlorophyll-a loss by

42.73% until 34°C, when counteraction of this process could not be sustained due to

excessive thermal stress. Supersaturation also enriched potentially beneficial

bacterial taxa of the microbiome and selected a more consistent bacterial

community. Although modest, the detected effects show that a O2 surplus

increased the resistance of the holobionts to thermal stress.
KEYWORDS

oxygen supersaturation, cnidarian, endosymbiosis, ocean warming, cnidarian
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Introduction

Ocean warming drives oxygen loss (deoxygenation) in both

open ocean and coastal ecosystems (Klein et al., 2020). Particularly,

rising temperatures widen oxygen depleted areas (Stramma et al.,

2008; Hughes et al., 2020) and constrain oxygen (O2) availability via

reduced solubility (Vaquer-Sunyer and Duarte, 2011) and

heightened respiratory demand of marine organisms (Pörtner and

Farrell, 2008; Vaquer-Sunyer and Duarte, 2011; Klein et al., 2020).

Hence, a mechanistic understanding of how marine biota respond

to temperature-induced changes in dissolved O2 is vital, especially

in the tropics where climate-driven alterations of the tropical

thermocline already restrict O2 levels (Deutsch et al., 2011;

Stramma and Schmidtko, 2021).

Reduced O2 availability may limit the ability of the marine biota

to meet the heightened metabolic demand during heatwave events

(Pörtner, 2012). Rising temperatures commonly increase O2

threshold for hypoxemia (i.e. the below-normal O2 level in body

fluids) in marine organisms (Vaquer-Sunyer and Duarte, 2011;

Giomi et al., 2019). O2 availability in the marine environment thus

becomes a major resource determining the survival of biota under

thermal stress (Pörtner and Farrell, 2008; Vaquer-Sunyer and

Duarte, 2011; Alderdice et al., 2022). This implies that processes

that produce O2, such as photosynthesis, play a particularly

important role in supporting the metabolic O2 demand of marine

organisms under thermal stress (Pörtner et al., 2006; Giomi et al.,

2019). Also, increased O2 availability was observed enhancing

calcification in calcifying cnidarians (Colombo-Pallotta et al., 2010).

Tropical coastal ecosystems, including mangrove forests,

seagrass meadows, and coral reefs, exhibit extreme diel

fluctuations in temperature and O2 (e.g., Giomi et al., 2019, 2023;

Pezner et al., 2023). Coastal ecosystems in the Red Sea are extreme

examples of this, with fluctuations of O2 from <2 mg L-1to 14 mg L-1

(Roik et al., 2016; Giomi et al., 2019, 2023) and temperature

from ~29°C to 43°C (Saderne et al., 2019). These trends are

coupled through thermodynamic and metabolic processes (Ohde

and vanWoesik, 1999; Klein et al., 2019; Giomi et al., 2023). Diel O2

minima characteristically co-occur with lower temperature levels

prior to dawn, owing to community respiration (Giomi et al., 2019,

2023). Conversely, during the daytime, when community

productivity dominates, O2 levels can reach extremely high values

(defined as O2 supersaturation, >100% air saturation and even

>140%) that coincide with peak daytime temperatures in the mid-

afternoon (McArley et al., 2020; Giomi et al., 2019, 2023,

respectively). Similar variations occur also in other coastal regions

across the tropics (e.g., Ohde and van Woesik, 1999) and temperate

regions (Trowbridge et al., 2017). Fluctuations are mainly driven by

intense community metabolism, reduced depth, and limited

ventilation and/or water exchange, which are characteristic of

coastal areas (Klein et al., 2020), and can be intensified by specific

local conditions, i.e. metabolic, biogeochemical, and physical

processes. Such variations can be moderated by ocean warming

(Yu et al., 2015; Chaidez et al., 2017; Klein et al., 2019) and usually

exceed diel oscillations reported for the open ocean (Claret et al.,

2018; Klein et al., 2019).
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These extreme variations in O2 levels are also experienced

internally by the cnidarian holobionts. Indeed, microsensor

measurements have revealed that their internal tissues experience

extreme light/dark oxygen cycles, ranging from hypoxia to

supersaturation (e.g., ~5–710 µmol L-1 in Acropora sp.; Kühl

et al., 1995; ~ 2–17.5 mg L-1 in Cassiopea sp.; Arossa et al., 2021),

highlighting the potential for significant oxidative stress and the

critical role of antioxidant defenses in mitigating its effects.

Moreover, the hypothesis that diel O2 supersaturation, driven by

endosymbionts’ photosynthetic activity, could alleviate the impacts

of thermal stress has yet to be thoroughly explored. Confirming this

would not only reveal a previously unrecognized advantage of the

cnidarian-Symbiodiniaceae symbiosis but also emphasize the

symbiosis’s contribution to enhancing holobiont thermal tolerance.

Oxidative stress , result ing from a combination of

Symbiodiniaceae photosynthetic activity and environmental

stressors, has been implicated as a primary driver of bleaching in

cnidarians (Lesser, 2011; Roth, 2014), among other processes (e.g.,

protein and lipid peroxidation, and DNA damage; Halliwell and

Gutteridge, 1999). Oxidative defenses serve as primary protective

line against these potential damages (Furla et al., 2011). Despite this,

recent studies have cast doubt on the universal applicability of the

oxidative stress-driven bleaching hypothesis, finding insufficient

evidence in specific cases like Exaiptasia diaphana (Dungan et al.,

2022), Pocillopora damicornis (Nielsen et al., 2018), and in broader

field observations (Diaz et al., 2016). Indeed, cnidarians seem to

possess highly efficient antioxidant defenses (Furla et al., 2011) and

have an intrinsic tolerance to varying O2 levels (Richier et al., 2003;

Warner and Suggett, 2016). To further complicate this picture, the

dynamic responses of the cnidarian holobiont do not only depend

on the cnidarian host and micro-algal symbionts but also on an

intricate community of bacteria, fungi, and viruses, also known as

their microbiome (Kwong et al., 2019). Indeed, changes in

temperature and O2 levels affect Cnidaria’s bacterial communities

(Carabantes et al., 2022), which in turn influence holobiont stress

tolerance. For instance, heat-tolerant bacteria enhance host

protection through mechanisms like antioxidant compounds and

heat-shock proteins production (Berkelmans and Van Oppen,

2006), crucially shaping the holobiont’s environmental response

(Ainsworth et al., 2010; Hector et al., 2022).”

Here, we test whether O2 supersaturation improves the

performance of a non-calcifying cnidarian holobiont under

thermal stress. We do so by using the Cassiopea andromeda

holobiont , as a convenient model of the cnidarian-

Symbiodiniaceae symbiosis. Since this relationship is obligate

(Freeman et al., 2016), we opted to not use the comparison

between aposymbiotic and symbiotic individuals in this

experiment due to the adverse effects of bleaching procedures to

obtain aposymbiotic specimens (Carabantes et al., 2022). Hence to

exclude symbionts’ O2 production, which would otherwise

supersaturate tissues in both experimental groups, we chose to

experimentally increase the internal O2 conditions of the holobiont

during nighttime (i.e. when Symbiodiniaceae consumes, rather than

produce O2) via manipulation of the seawater medium. This

allowed us to mimic daytime internal O2 levels, mimicking
frontiersin.org
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symbiont oxygen production (see Arossa et al., 2021), relying on the

capacity of C. andromeda to ventilate their internal tissues (Welsh

et al., 2009; Durieux et al., 2023). Although this approach represents

the natural inverse of the O2 within holobiont tissues, manipulating

nighttime O2 levels permitted to test whether an internal O2 surplus

could mitigate the effects of thermal stress. For this, we compared

the responses of C. andromeda during a thermal stress assay

exposed to either constant levels of 100% air saturation (~6 mg L-

1), or a diel cycle where daytime levels were set at ~6 mg/L and

transitioned to supersaturated conditions (~10 mg L-1) at nighttime.

Temperature conditions were increased from 30°C to 38°C at a rate

of 1°C per day during an 8-day experiment under a photoperiod of

12:12 hours of light: dark. We measured internal O2 concentrations

using microsensors and measured a suite of holobiont biological

responses, including photochemical efficiency, chlorophyll-a

content, Symbiodiniaceae cell density, and composition,

antioxidant defenses, holobiont behavior, and changes in

the microbiome.
Materials and methods

Experimental approach

In June 2021, 48 holobionts of the model cnidarian C. andromeda

(details in Supplementary Methods) were collected in the Ibn Sina

Research Station lagoon of the King Abdullah University of Science

and Technology (KAUST, Makkah district, Saudi Arabia) on the East

coast of the Central Red Sea (Latitude: 22.340905N, Longitude:

39.09024E; 0.20 – 1 m depth). The holobionts were acclimated to

laboratory conditions for three days prior to the experiment by

maintaining them at 30°C ± 0.01 SE under a 12:12 hours light: dark

cycle (1989.0 µmol photonsm-2 s-1 ± 124.0 SE) in 2 L glass aquaria. The

aquaria were evenly and randomly distributed among four 300L water

baths, which were then used for the actual experiment. Each water bath

was equipped with a thermometer, temperature controller, two heaters,

and a pump that collectively maintained the desired temperature.

During the acclimation phase, the aquaria were constantly bubbled

with air, maintaining “100AS” and the holobionts were fed daily with

newly hatched Artemia nauplii. Water was exchanged each day few

hours after feeding.

The experimental design consisted of twoO2 treatments: (i) constant

levels of “100AS” (81.43% ± 16.05 SD or 5.72 mg L-1 ± 0.64 SD), and (ii)

“100AS” during the daytime (i.e. 83.00% ± 5.36 SD or 5.89 mg L-1 ± 0.56

SD from 6:00 AM to 6:00 PM) and “supersaturation” during the night

(i.e. 132.61% ± 16.05 SD or 9.43 mg L-1 ± 0.69 SD from 6:00 PM to 6:00

AM). The experimental treatments were designed to replicate conditions

of 100AS, here considered as ~ 6 mg L-1, and daytime oxygen

supersaturation scenarios detailed in Arossa et al. (2021). Arossa and

colleagues reported daytime oxygen supersaturation levels of ~ 17

mg L-1. However, achieving these levels was not feasible in our study

due to constraints associated with our gas delivery system. To achieve the

nominal O2 treatments, four sets of three mass flow controllers (MFCs;

Omega®) delivered mixtures of pure oxygen (O2), nitrogen (N2), and

CO2 gas to the seawater. Two sets of MFCs and were allocated to each

O2 treatment and controlled via LabVIEW Software (sensu Klein et al.,
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2017). For each treatment, the gases were mixed in stainless-steel

manifolds and delivered in equal quantities before entering secondary

stainless-steel manifolds that were used to adjust the flow rates manually.

Air stones were used to gently diffuse the gas mixtures in the seawater of

each replicate aquaria. Automatic transitioning between the two O2

levels of the second treatment was accomplished over 2 hours via the

LabVIEW Software. We refer to these treatments throughout the

manuscript as “100% air saturation” (100AS) and “nighttime

supersaturation” (NSS), respectively. Temperature conditions were

increased from 30°C at a rate of 1°C per day using 300-watt titanium

heaters (Schego Teichheizer, Germany) and cooling controllers (D-D

The Aquarium Solution Ltd), during an 8-day experiment, under a

photoperiod of 12:12 hours of light: dark. The temperature increase

(+8°C) aligns with the Red Sea’s inherent variability (Saderne et al.,

2019), and the rate (+1°C per day), in line with Safaie et al. (2018) and

prior research (e.g., Voolstra et al., 2020), was selected. While a

temperature control group would have been ideal, logistical constraints

due to the experiment’s sacrificial nature and limited holobionts

availability led to its exclusion, enhancing statistical power for inter-

treatment comparisons. These factors also limited the frequency of the

measurements of the biological responses: those with no sacrificial nature

were taken each day, whereas those with sacrificial nature were

performed at specific intervals (see Supplementary Figure 1). Twenty-

four C. andromeda holobionts were randomly allocated to each O2

treatment (i.e. N = 48; Supplementary Figure 1). Replicates consisted of

one holobiont that was immersed in a 2 L glass aquarium. The replicate

aquaria were evenly distributed among four 300L water baths that

maintained the desired temperatures. Each water bath was equipped

with a thermometer, temperature controller, two heaters, and a pump

and contained 12 glass aquaria (six per each treatment, 48 in total,

Supplementary Figure 1). A photosynthetically active radiation (PAR)

sensor (Odyssey®, Odipar) was used to measure the light conditions in

the replicate aquaria throughout the experiment. During the experiment,

both feeding of the holobionts with newly hatched Artemia

nauplii and partial seawater exchange were performed daily

(Supplementary Table 1).

Since the Cassiopea-Symbiodiniaceae relationship is obligate

(Freeman et al., 2016), we opted to not use the comparison between

aposymbiotic and symbiotic individuals in this experiment due to

the adverse effects of bleaching procedures to obtain aposymbiotic

specimens (Carabantes et al., 2022). Hence to exclude symbionts’

O2 production, which would otherwise supersaturate tissues in both

experimental groups, we chose to experimentally increase internal

O2 conditions of the holobiont during nighttime (i.e. when

Symbiodiniaceae consume, rather than produce O2). We did so

via manipulation of O2 concentrations in seawater medium, relying

on the capacity of C. andromeda to ventilate their internal tissues

via bell pulsation (Welsh et al., 2009; Durieux et al., 2023). This

allowed us to mimic daytime internal O2 levels (see Arossa et al.,

2021), mimicking symbiont oxygen production. Both our

treatments were however hyperoxic if compared to normal

nighttime conditions measured under natural conditions (see

Arossa et al., 2021). Though ecologically unrealistic, this approach

was used as a mechanistic test to verify our hypothesis that greater

oxygen availability would moderate the holobiont’s response to

warming and removed potential confounding factors, such as
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potential side-effects due to the treatment to obtain aposymbiotic

specimens. During the experiment, malfunctions in the temperature

control system and incidents where individuals became entangled

in the bubblers, resulting in injury, led to the removal of 17

holobionts. Consequently, the sample size for each treatment for

non-invasive measurements varied across different temperature

points: 21 individuals at both 30°C and 31°C, 19 at 32°C, 16 at

33°C, 12 at 34°C and 35°C, 9 at 36°C, and 6 at 38°C. In contrast, the

sample size for invasive measurements remained consistent, with

n = 3 for each temperature treatment.
Biological responses measured

Holobionts were supplemented daily with freshly hatched

Artemia at ~ 4.00 AM before the start of all measurements

(Supplementary Table 1). Then, for each replicate aquarium, we

measured holobiont behavior (i.e. bell pulsations) and

photochemical efficiency daily. Bell pulsations were used as an

indicator of the overall health status of the holobionts, as it allows

food capture, expulsion of waste, release of gametes and, most

importantly, gases exchange via the generation of water flows

(Welsh et al., 2009). Bell pulsation rates (BPR) were measured by

visually counting the number of bell contractions that occurred in 1

minute while keeping the aquaria inside the water baths to avoid

disturbance. Photochemical efficiency (Fv/Fm) was measured after

counting the BPR (to avoid potential disturbance on the bell

pulsation rate) on four randomly selected oral arms, using a

Mini-pulse amplitude modulator (MiniPAM, Waltz GmbH,

Germany). Observations were made with a major focus on

holobiont orientation, lack of pulsations, and/or mucus

production. These are commonly considered signs of stress

(Béziat and Kunzmann, 2022). Holobionts were considered dead

when not moving, unresponsive to stimulus, and when melting

was observed.

On days 0, 4, and 6 of the experiment, three holobionts were then

randomly selected (per each treatment, Supplementary Table 1) for

internal O2 measurements, symbiont count, chlorophyll-a and

protein content. Internal O2 vertical profiles were performed on

one oral arm (where 74.5% of total symbionts are hosted; Verde and

McCloskey, 1998), using 50 µm-diameter tip O2 microsensors (OX-

50, Unisense Denmark), following an overnight polarization and

calibration at O2 partial pressures of 0 and 21 kPa as previously

described (Brune et al., 1995). Microsensors were connected to a

motorized micromanipulator controlled by Unisense software and

manually positioned above the oral arm (Arossa et al., 2021). Once

the microsensor’s tip perforated the tissue, we remotely controlled it

to perform measurements every 50 µm. Control profiles were

obtained by measuring seawater profiles of O2 to account for

eventual background sources of disturbance.

The oral arms used for microsensor measurements (in their

entirety) were cut into smaller sections and stored at -20°C for

chlorophyll-a content, total protein, ITS2 sequencing, and

Symbiodiniaceae density analyses following a protocol adapted

from (Klein et al., 2019; details in Supplementary Methods).

Marginal appendages and vesicles were included in the analyses.
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
A 200 mL aliquot was subsampled from the initial oral arm

homogenate and processed to estimate chlorophyll-a content via

100% ethanol overnight extraction and standardized to the total

protein content (details in Supplementary Methods).

A 1.5 mL aliquot of the remaining homogenate of the oral arms

was transferred into 2 mL sterile tubes, then centrifuged for 10 min

at 13000 × g at 4°C. The clear supernatant was then subdivided into

three aliquots (each one dedicated to a different enzymatic assay),

snap-frozen and stored at -80°C. On the day of the measurement,

samples were thawed on ice and used respectively in the Superoxide

Dismutase (SOD) Activity Assay Kit (colorimetric, Sigma Aldrich)

and the Glutathione-S-Transferase (GST) Assay Kit (colorimetric,

Sigma Aldrich). All enzymatic assays were carried out following

manufacturers’ instructions. Reaction readings were performed

with an Infinite 200 pro spectrophotometer (TECAN) in

transparent 96-wells transparent plates (Corning). Results were

calculated following manufacturers’ indications and normalized

on protein content.

The bell diameter was measured at full extension using a ruler to

the nearest mm and percent change in bell size was calculated (see

Supplementary Methods for details) only on the jellyfish that lasted

until the end of the experiment. At this step, photos of the

specimens were taken to evaluate potential bleaching and

discoloration. Temperature and gas mixtures were changed at 6

AM. Therefore, each day, all the biological measurements and

samples were taken before the temperature change (e.g., on day 0,

they were taken at 30°C, on day 1, at 31°C, etc.).
DNA extraction, ITS2 sequencing and
Symbiodiniaceae identification

One mL of the homogenate used for the previous analyses was

used for Illumina sequencing of the Internal Transcriber Space 2

(ITS2) region to characterize the symbionts community inside

C. andromeda oral arms (modified from Herrera et al., 2020;

details in Supplementary Methods). The sequencing reads

obtained with this method were used to identify the

Symbiodiniaceae populations using the online database SymPortal

(SymPortal; Hume et al., 2019). Briefly, ITS2 sequencing data were

used to identify Symbiodiniaceae populations within the C.

andromeda used in this study. MiSeq ITS2 sequencing reads were

analysed using the SymPortal analytical framework (Hume et al.,

2019), which uses ITS2 profiles to resolve and classify

Symbiodiniaceae diversity. The SymPortal analytical framework

pipeline was used to resolve Symbiodiniaceae populations within

the C. andromeda (Klein et al., 2019). Raw sequence of ITS2

sequencing data have been deposited in the Sequence Read

Archives with NCBI BioProject accession no. PRJNA966908.
Total DNA extraction for
microbiome analyses

The oral arms not used for the previous analyses were entirely

(including mesoglea, gastroderma, colored vescicles, and mucus)
frontiersin.org
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and immediately snap-frozen and stored at –80°C until processed.

Then, they were thawed on ice and homogenised entirely (Schuett

and Doepke, 2010) in ceramic mortars under sterile conditions.

Homogenates were transferred in 1.5 mL sterile tubes, snap-frozen,

and stored at –80°C. On the extraction day, samples were thawed on

ice and extracted following an adapted version of the protocol

described by Robbins and colleagues (Robbins et al., 2021; details in

Supplementary Methods). The same protocol was used to extract

DNA from three oral arms from three untreated holobionts as

“natural microbiome”. These specimens were collected from the

field on the same day and location as the others. Oral arms were cut

after collection, snap-frozen, and stored at –80°C until processed.

Similarly, seawater (5 L) was collected from the field in the same site

(i.e. environmental microbiome) and was filtered through 0.2 mm
sterile polyethersulfone (PES) Sterivex filters (Millipore) using a

peristaltic pump (Millipore). Filters were stored at –20°C until DNA

extraction. The total DNA was extracted following a modified

version of the Phenol-Chloroform protocol described by Michoud

and colleagues (Michoud et al., 2021) using lysis buffer, lysozyme

solution, and SDS-PK solution described above for holobionts

tissues. The same protocol of filtration and extraction was

performed on three samples of 30 mL high-density Artemia

salina culture collected from the same batch administered to the

animals as food.

DNA quantification was performed using a Qubit 3.0

Fluorometer with the Qubit dsDNA BR assay kit (Thermo-Fisher

Scientific), and quality assessments were carried out by both

electrophoresis on 0.8% agarose gels and Nanodrop Drop One

Spectrophotometer (Thermo-Fisher Scientific). Extracted DNA was

stored at –20°C.
Amplification of the bacterial 16S rRNA
gene, metabarcoding library preparation
and sequencing

The hypervariable V3–V4 regions of the bacterial 16S rRNA

gene were amplified by nested PCR (details in Supplementary

Methods). In these reactions the primers synthesised with the

appropriate overhang adapter sequences for the Illumina MiSeq

system. Both PCR reactions were performed with the addition of

0.5 mM each of universal pPNA and mPNA clamps to reduce the

amplification of host and dietary chloroplasts and mitochondria

(Fitzpatrick et al., 2018). A blank of DNA extraction and PCR

reagents were also amplified with the same protocol and used in

the further steps of indexing and sequencing as negative

controls. All the amplicon products were used to incorporate

the sequencing adapters using the 96 Nextera XT Index Kit

(Illumina). The PCR products were further pooled together,

concentrated in a CentriVap DNA Concentrator (Labconco)

and sequenced with the Illumina MiSeq platform (V3, 300 bp

paired-end) at the Bioscience Core Lab, King Abdullah

University of Science and Technology (Saudi Arabia). Raw
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sequence data have been deposited in the Sequence Read

Archives with NCBI BioProject accession no. PRJNA964583.
Seawater chemistry characterization

Seawater carbonate chemistry was characterized according to

Supplementary Table 1. Briefly, pH and dissolved oxygen were

characterized multiple times at specific intervals, while Total

Alkalinity (TA) was measured at the beginning, mid, and end of

the experiment (i.e. day 0, 4, and 6) every 6 hours to capture potential

changes over diel cycles (see Supplementary Table 1).Fifty mL

aliquots were taken from three randomly selected aquaria, poisoned

with 10 mL of HgCl2 (stock solution of 7 g of HgCl2 in 100 mL water)

to prevent biological activity, and then analysed within 2–3 months of

sampling. TA was quantified by open-cell titration with 0.1 M

hydrochloric acid using the Alkalinity Titrator (MODEL AS-ALK2,

Apollo SciTech) with two pumps (VersaPump6, KLOHN) and a pH

meter (Orion Star A2II, ThermoFisher) using a pH sensor (SI

Analytics). pH was measured using a pH electrode (Mettler

Toledo) on the NBS scale (pHNBS). Additionally, temperature and

salinity measurements were taken using a temperature sensor and a

refractometer, respectively. See Supplementary Methods for

determination of seawater carbonate system parameters and

detailed calibration protocols.
Data analysis

Environmental and biological data
After testing data for normality, Linear Mixed Models (LMMs)

were used to analyse the dependent variables of size percent change,

bell pulsation rate, photochemical efficiency, chlorophyll, symbiont

density, glutathione-S-transferase, and superoxide dismutase using

IBM® SPSS® Statistics software (Version 27.0.1.0). Post hoc analyses

with multiple pairwise comparisons were performed using the same

software as necessary to test differences among the means of our data.

Details can be found in Supplementary Methods.

Microbiome amplicon sequence data
Analyses of amplicon sequences were performed using the

standard QIIME2, pipeline v2021.2 (Bolyen et al., 2019); details

are reported in Supplementary Methods. The compositional

similarity matrix (Bray-Curtis, BC) of the log-transformed OUTs

table calculations, principal component analysis (PCoA), and

multivariate generalised linear models (GLMs) were performed as

described in Supplementary Methods. The overall distances from

the centroid in 100AS and NSS were analysed by t-test as described

in Supplementary Methods. The FAPROTAX database assigned

bacterial OTUs to known metabolic or ecological functions (http://

www.zoology.ubc.ca/louca/FAPROTAX; Louca et al., 2016); 40% of

the OTUs were assigned to at least one functional group, while the

remaining 60% could not be assigned to any group (leftovers).
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Canonical analysis of the principal coordinate was used to compute

and explore the difference in predicted functions between O2

treatment and temperatures in Primer 6 (Anderson and Walsh,

2013). Tax4Fun2 R package (Wemheuer et al., 2020) was further

used to compute the predicted functional redundancy of the

bacterial community of the holobionts oral arms.
Results

Environmental conditions and internal
O2 levels

Temperature was ramped at a rate of 1°C day-1, according to the

experimental design in both “NSS” and “100AS” (Supplementary

Figure 2). At night, dO2 was equal to 132.61 ± 16.05 1SD % air

saturation (9.43 ± 0.69 mg L-1) and 78.85 ± 8.18 1SD % air saturation

(5.57 ± 0.55 mg L-1) in the “NSS” and “100AS” treatments, respectively

(Supplementary Figures 3A, B). During the day, average dO2 was equal

to 83.00 ± 5.36 1SD % air saturation (5.89 ± 0.55 mg L-1) and 84.01 ±

11.02 1SD % air saturation (5.88 ± 0.72 mg L-1) in the “NSS” and

“100AS” treatments, respectively (Supplementary Figures 3A, B).

Overall average internal levels of dO2 reached ~7.48 ± 0.65 1SD

mg L-1 in the “NSS” treatment and were ~5.67 ± 0.57 1SD mg L-1 in

the “100AS” treatment (p < 0.001, df = 1, Denominator df = 46.770,

F = 17.316, LMMs, AR[1], Figure 1). A decrease in dO2 was

observed with depth in the tentacle (p < 0.001, df = 40,

Denominator df = 317.755, F = 4.198, LMMs, AR[1]), whereas

temperature effect was not significant (p = 0.148, df = 2,

Denominator df = 46.770, F = 1.993, LMMs, AR(1)). The pH was

kept stable over the duration of the experiment (Supplementary

Figure 3), while TA (µmol Kg-1) and carbon dioxide partial pressure
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(pCO2, µatm) showed higher variability towards the end of the

experiment (Supplementary Figures 5, 6, respectively).
Biological responses of the holobiont and
Symbiodiniaceae characterization

Size percent change (PC, %; Figure 2A) differed between O2 levels,

but this response depended on the temperature, resulting in a

significant Oxygen × Temperature interaction (Supplementary

Table 2). Specifically, PC followed a decreasing trend, and was

significantly higher in the “NSS” treatment than under “100AS” at

36°C (8.40% higher) and non-significantly higher at 37°C, while the

opposite was observed at 35°C (non-significant). The overall decrease

in size was -23.039% ± 0.687% in the “NSS” treatment, compared to

-33.418% ± 0.345% under “100AS”. Therefore, holobiont fitness, here

defined as size, was overall better maintained under “NSS” conditions

(by about 10.37%) at 36°C, while at 37°C the decrease in size was not

significantly different between the two O2 levels due to high variability.

However, differences between the two O2 levels were inconsistent

throughout the experiment (Supplementary Tables 3, 4). Melting and

heavy mucus release was first observed at 36°C under “100AS”

(Supplementary Videos 1, 2).

The increasing temperature caused a rise in bell pulsation rate

(BPR; Figure 2B; Supplementary Tables 5, 6) and a decrease in

photochemical efficiency (Fv/Fm) (Figure 2C; Supplementary

Table 6), but no effects mediated by O2 treatments were observed

(Supplementary Tables 5, 6). Significant differences in BPR among

temperatures were observed throughout the experiment, but mainly

between low (e.g., 30°C) and high temperatures (e.g., 36–37°C).

Photochemical efficiency significantly differed among almost all the

temperatures (Supplementary Table 6).
A B

FIGURE 1

(A) Variability of O2 levels (mg L-1) within depth in the Cassiopea andromeda oral arms (µm) during nighttime under our experimental conditions.
Each line represents the average of single profiles (n =3) within a one oral arm per replicate holobiont. (B) Boxplot representing the mean O2 levels
in the two treatments inside the oral arms ± standard error (p < 0.001, 1 SE). “NSS” (blue), and “100AS” (green). The black line in the boxes indicates
the median ± standard error (1 SE).
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Chlorophyll-a concentrations differed among the O2

treatments, but the trend depended on the temperature, resulting

in a significant Oxygen × Temperature interaction (Supplementary

Table 7). Overall, the chlorophyll content decreased with increasing

temperature, reaching a minimum at 36°C (Supplementary

Table 9). Specifically, chlorophyll levels were similar at 30°C

(0.833 ± 0.061 µg ml-1 mg protein-1), but differed at 34°C

(p-value = 0.002; Supplementary Table 8) in “NSS” (0.622 ± 0.042

µg ml-1 mg protein-1) and in “100AS” (0.266 ± 0.062 µg ml-1 mg

protein-1). Thus, the loss in photosynthetic pigments (i.e. a proxy

for bleaching) was mitigated by 42.73% at sublethal temperatures by

“NSS”. Then, at 36°C, they were similar again (0.140 ± 0.007 µg ml-1

mg protein-1), reaching the minimum concentration before the end

of the experiment, when all the holobionts died.

Notably, no effect of the O2 treatments, temperature, or their

interaction was observed for symbiont density (averaged 625.65 ±

55.59 × 104 cells ml-1; Supplementary Table 7; Supplementary

Figures 7, 8), glutathione-S-transferase (GST) activity (averaged

4.77 × 10-6 ± 3.74 × 10-7 µmol ug-1 protein min-1; Supplementary

Figure 10) and superoxide dismutase activity (averaged 21.69 ± 0.69

µmol µg-1 protein min-1; Supplementary Figure 11). We found that,

independently from the treatment, all C. andromeda individuals

primarily harboured Symbiodiniaceae of the genus Symbiodinium,

corresponding to Symbiodinium microadriaticum, although a small

proportion of clade C (genus Cladocopium; Hume et al., 2019) was
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found in one individual (similar results in Lampert et al., 2012;

Supplementary Figure 12).
Diversity of bacterial communities

The three sample categories (i.e. holobionts, seawater and

Artemia) hosted significantly different bacterial communities

(manyglm; Dev4,109 = 29,448; p < 0.001) with a clear separation

between environmental samples and those used in the aquaria

subjected to acclimated and incubation (Supplementary

Figure 14). Notably, in the aquaria, a limited portion of OTUs

was shared among feed, holobionts, and seawater (6%;

Supplementary Figure 15). Such partition of the bacterial

communities can be linked with the unicity of the three types of

samples that impose different selective forces on the environmental

microbiome. Therefore, to disentangle the fine-scale differences

mediated by O2 and temperature on Cassiopea’s bacterial

community diversity, we excluded the seawater and Artemia

samples in further analyses. Principal coordinates analysis

(PCoA) highlighted the significant effect of the interaction among

temperature and O2 (manyglm: Dev3,63 = 1272.579, p < 0.001). All

the treatments (i.e. combinations of temperature and O2

conditions) defined significantly different bacterial communities

(Supplementary Table 12). This bacterial diversity increased with
A B

DC

FIGURE 2

(A) Size percent change (PC, %) of Cassiopea andromeda in the two treatments (“NSS” in blue, and “100AS” in green). Size PC (%) is shown on the y-axis,
whereas the x-axis shows the day and temperature (Celsius). (B) Average bell pulsation rate min-1 throughout the experiment shown according to
significant factor (temperature). Average bell pulsations are shown on the y-axis, whereas the x-axis shows both temperature (Celsius) and day number.
(C) Average photochemical efficiency (Fv/Fm) of C. andromeda throughout the experiment. Average photochemical efficiency is shown on the y-axis,
whereas the x-axis shows both temperature (Celsius) and day number. (D) Average chlorophyll (µg mL-1 mg protein-1) shown according to significant
factor (temperature). Average chlorophyll is shown on the y-axis, whereas the x-axis shows both temperature (Celsius) and day number. In all the figures
bars represent standard error (± 1 SE). Asterisk represents the significance of the difference between the two O2 levels (p < 0.005).
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the temperature decay in both “100AS” and “NSS”, with

differentiation of the microbiome increasing with warming

(Supplementary Figure 16). When changes in O2 treatments and

temperature were considered, the holobionts bacterial communities

had different dispersions (distance from centroid within a group);

while during “NSS” the dispersion of bacterial communities

significantly decreased with increasing temperature, the one in

“100AS” was not affected (Figure 3B, ANCOVA F1,67 = 5.64,

p=0.02). This trend was consistently observed during the heating

stress, determining a significantly higher dispersion in “100AS”

than “NSS” (Figure 3C). At the same time, warming significantly

increased richness (number of OTUs) under “NSS” (F1,34 = 9.91, p =

0.0034, R2 = 0.23, slope = 3.171; Supplementary Figures 18A, B).

The holobiont oral arms were dominated by bacterial

members of Bacteroidia (32% of relative abundance), Bacilli

(30.4%), Alphaproteobacteria (21.6%), Olygoflexia (10.4%),

Gammaproteobacteria (3.3%), Sericytochromatia (1.4%),

Cyanobacteria (0.4%) and Verrucomicrobiae (0.3%), along with a

series of low abundant taxa (relative abundance, < 0.1%) that

altogether account for less than 1% of the relative abundance

(Figure 3D). At the compositional level, the effect of O2 regimes

between temperatures was further emphasized by the differential

enrichment of specific bacterial taxa (Log2fold-change > |2| and p <
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0.05; Figure 3D). The “NSS” treatment enriched specific taxa, and

they increased with the increase in temperature, passing from 9 taxa

at 30°C and 34°C to 17 and 32 taxa at 36°C and 38°C, respectively

(see blue branches in Figure 4). The “NSS” drove the enrichment of

bacteria belonging to the Bacterioidia class (e.g. , the

Flavobacteriaceae family and the Tenacibaculum genus).

However, the combination of supersaturation and heat-stress

mediated the enrichment of different bacterial taxa positively

correlated with temperature, including members of other

groups within Bacterioidia , and of Alphaproteobacteria,

Gammaproteobacteria and Desulfobacteria (Supplementary

Figure 17). For instance, at 38°C, we observed an enrichment of

Vibrio (Gammaproteobacteria), Bradymonadales (Desulfobacteria)

and SM1A02 (Phycisphaeraceae ) , a long with that of

Chitinophagales, Saprospiraceae, Nonlabens, Winogradskyella and

Rhodobacteraceae (Pelagibaca, Paracoccus, Shimia and Ruegeria)

within Bacterioidia, and of Parvularculaceae (Parvularcula) and

Sphingomonadaceae (Erythrobacter) within Alphaproteobacteria

(Figure 4). Among these bacteria, common aquaculture parasites

and pathogens were found, such as the Vibrio and Tenacibaculum

(Avendaño-Herrera et al., 2004; Chatterjee and Haldar, 2012), along

with potentially beneficial bacteria like the strictly aerobic

photoheterotropher Erythrobacter (Hu et al., 2017).
A B
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FIGURE 3

Patterns of bacterial diversity associated with Cassiopea andromeda holobionts oral arms. (A) Differences in community composition are shown in
the principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) ordination space based on the Bray-Curtis similarity. Samples are grouped based on O2 treatments (“100AS”
on the green scale and “NSS” on the blue scale) and temperature (30°C, 34°C, 36°C and 38°C). (B) Temperature decay patterns of holobionts
bacterial communities in “100AS” and “NSS” conditions show the relationships between differences in temperature and the distance from the
centroid obtained from PERMDISP; the relationship is tested by linear regression (R2) with a significance probability estimate (p-value). (C) Violin plots
show the median and interquartile range of distance from the centroid. Stars indicate significant differences based on t-test comparisons (p <
0.0001). (D) Heat map shows the log-transformed relative abundance of the main bacterial classes associated with holobionts across different
temperatures in “100AS” and “NSS” treatments; taxa belong to classes with relative abundance <0.1% are reported as ‘Others’.
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The compositional differences driven by the synergistic effect of

temperature and O2 observed were also reflected in the differential

predicted functional profiles of bacterial communities (CAP, p =

0.001), accompanied by an increased functional redundancy

(Wemheuer et al., 2020) under “NSS” (F1,34 = 9.91, p = 0.0034,

R2 = 0.23, slope = 3.171; Supplementary Figures 17C, D). An

enrichment of N-cycle metabolisms was observed under “NSS”

with increasing temperatures, as well as fermentation, cellulolytic

and methylotrophic metabolisms, intracellular parasites and non-

photosynthetic cyanobacteria (Supplementary Figure 19). On the

contrary, photosynthetic metabolisms (Cyanobacteria-mediated,

autotrophic, and heterotrophic) had an opposite trend with a

reduction already at 34°C (Supplementary Figure 19).
Discussion

This study investigated the potential benefit of O2 supersaturation

(>140% air saturation; Giomi et al., 2019) in the Cnidaria-

Symbiodiniaceae relationship in an acute thermal stress experiment.

Our findings provide evidence that O2 supersaturation adds resistance

to the Cassiopea andromeda holobiont to moderate warming by

mitigating size decrease, pigmentation loss, and by driving
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microbiome shifts. While the benefits of supersaturation are modest

and observed only at moderate temperatures, we think this insight

reveals a hidden advantage of this symbiosis.

Elevated temperatures alone impact the behavior (Banha, 2018;

Klein et al., 2019; Béziat and Kunzmann, 2022) and physiology of

marine cnidarians (Hoegh-Guldberg and Smith, 1989; Aljbour

et al., 2017; Klein et al., 2019), potentially destabilizing the

symbiosis with Symbiodiniaceae (LaJeunesse et al., 2018). Such

thermal stress typically results in pigmentation loss due to

decreased symbiont density (Yonge and Nicholls, 1931) and/or

photosynthetic pigments (Hoegh-Guldberg and Smith, 1989), often

accompanied by photochemical efficiency disruption (Warner et al.,

1996). Warming-induced deoxygenation and increased O2

demands (Vaquer-Sunyer and Duarte, 2011) further contribute to

lowering the thermal thresholds of coral holobionts (Alderdice

et al., 2022) and to the amplification of potential negative effects.

However, in Cnidarian holobionts, supersaturation naturally occurs

during the daytime when symbionts productivity dominates and

coincides with peak temperatures. This increased O2 availability

was showed to mitigate the effects of thermal stress on non-

symbiotic species (Pörtner et al., 2006; Giomi et al., 2019) by

meeting the metabolic O2 demand (Pörtner, 2012) and by

enhancing the food/nutrient storage and usage (Stoner et al.,
FIGURE 4

Differential abundance analyses highlight taxonomic differences between “100AS” and “NSS” assemblages across the bacterial tree at different
temperatures. Taxonomic trees show over-represented bacterial taxa in the holobionts oral arms in “100AS” (green) and in “NSS” (blue). Each
taxonomic tree includes one tested temperature (30°C – 38°C). The size of the nodes is directly correlated with the abundance of bacteria within
each O2 treatment.
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2022) and might perform similarly in the Cnidarian holobiont. This

was already confirmed in calcifying cnidarians, where increased O2

availability enhanced calcification (Colombo-Pallotta et al., 2010).

This explains the ~10.37% mitigation of size decrease under NSS,

compared to holobionts under 100AS (-23.039% ± 0.687% vs.

-33.418% ± 0.345%). Conversely, studies focusing solely on heat

stress demonstrate >40% bell size reduction (Klein et al., 2019;

Béziat and Kunzmann, 2022). While this mitigation occurs during

moderate sublethal temperatures (36°C), it diminishes at the

highest temperature. Within these conditions, chlorophyll-a loss

was mitigated by 42.73% compared to 100AS. However, beyond a

threshold (here, 34°C), excessive thermal stress overrides

O2 supply’s chlorophyll-a preservation capacity. Oxygen

supersaturation also fails to counteract photochemical efficiency

decline under moderate thermal stress. These processes collectively

precede the holobiont association breakdown (Warner et al., 1999).

Nevertheless, our study shows that under moderate thermal stress,

symbiont density remains stable irrespective of oxygen treatment,

highlighting Cassiopea-Symbiodiniaceae relationship resilience

(similar to Klein et al., 2019 where symbiont loss occurred above

37°C). Similarly, in other cnidarian holobionts (e.g., corals),

photosynthesis ceases before symbiosis disruption (Warner et al.,

1999), implying supersaturation’s efficacy depends on sustained

photosynthesis at elevated temperatures.

Exposure to elevated O2 and high temperature can increase

oxidative stress and Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) production in

cnidarians (Lesser, 2011; Roth, 2014; Aljbour et al., 2019). ROS can

lead to cellular damage via a range of processes, such as lipid

peroxidation, protein oxidation, and DNA degradation (Richier

et al., 2005). However, damage occurs only when an imbalance

between ROS production and antioxidant defenses is observed

(Richier et al., 2005). Thus, in our experiment, variations in

antioxidant enzymes, such as Superoxide Dismutase (SOD, the

first line of defence against ROS; Hellou et al., 2012) and

Glutathione-S-Transferase (GST, the second line of defence;

Fridovich, 1995; Hayes and McLellan, 1999), were expected under

our experimental conditions. However, no significant increase in

antioxidant defenses due to either O2 treatment or temperature was

observed. The not significant responses of scavenging enzymes

observed here might be explained by the increase in BPR under

thermal stress, that likely reduces internal ROS concentration via

ventilation (Welsh et al., 2009; Béziat and Kunzmann, 2022;

Durieux et al., 2023), resulting in modest responses of scavenging

enzymes. Alternatively, the minimal antioxidant responses

observed may be attributed to the discrepancy in oxygen levels

among replicates. While surrounding seawater exhibited oxygen

concentrations above 9 mg L-1, internal measurements within

Cassiopea indicated lower levels, around 7.5 mg L-1. Although

this represents considerable oxygen supersaturation, as it is higher

than 100% air saturation, in some individuals, ventilation was

insufficient to achieve oxygen levels equal to those naturally

observed internally (Arossa et al., 2021), especially at the deepest

point investigated within the oral arms (below 600 µm, consistent

with Arossa et al., 2021). The symbionts are indeed found in the

upper part of the oral arms (Lyndby et al., 2020). This potentially

influenced the observed outcomes and led to some degree of
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variability. Finally, other components of the holobiont (e.g.,

microbiome or other physiological pathways) may contribute to

mitigating oxidative stress (e.g., Berkelmans and Van Oppen, 2006).

Given the multi-player nature of this symbiosis (i.e. the

Bacteria-Cnidaria-Symbiodiniaceae relationship; Kwong et al.,

2019), changes in environmental factors, such as temperature and

O2, are reflected in modifications of the Cnidaria-associated

bacterial communities (e.g., Carabantes et al., 2022). In turn,

shifts in the microbiome can shape the holobiont’s tolerance to

environmental stressors. For instance, heat-associated bacteria can

confer protection mechanisms to their hosts (Hector et al., 2022) by

enhancing the production of protective compounds against

oxidative stress or heat-shock proteins (Berkelmans and Van

Oppen, 2006). Notably, the bacterial microbiome can shape the

holobiont’s responses to environmental disturbance (Ainsworth

et al., 2010; Hector et al., 2022). In our experiment, the

interactive effect of O2 and temperature affects the composition of

the bacterial community associated with the C. andromeda

holobionts, defining unique bacterial assemblages at taxonomic

and predicted functional levels. Significant decrease of the

dispersion of the bacterial community was observed at with the

increase of temperatures associated with oxygen supersaturation

suggesting that this treatment select a more consistent bacterial

community (See Figure 3D; Hector et al., 2022). For example, in

corals, the microbiome enhances the thermal tolerance of the polyps

and in preventing bleaching events (Ziegler et al., 2017). This is

corroborated by manipulative studies showing that coral survival

under stressful events can be improved by enriching the

microbiome with beneficial microorganisms (Santoro et al., 2021).

The limitation of the bacterial community dispersion driven by

supersaturation can be considered an ecologically relevant

contributor to the thermal tolerance of the holobiont. In our case,

supersaturation significantly determined the enrichment (from 2 to

100-fold-change; Supplementary Table 1) of specific bacterial taxa at

higher temperatures (36°C and 38°C), including the strict aerobic

Erythrobacter sp., which can produce antioxidants (Jeong et al., 2022).

Supersaturation also enriched other members of Alphaproteobacteria

class, which accounts for many bacteria able to establish a symbiotic

relationship with marine organisms (Dubilier et al., 2008). Although

the functions of these bacterial taxa cannot be assessed, functionality

prediction analysis revealed that following thermal stress,

supersaturation increases the functional redundancy, possibly

favouring the stability and resilience of the holobiont to

disturbances (Biggs et al., 2020; Hector et al., 2022). After death

(38°C), the growth of free-living aerobic heterotrophic bacteria (e.g.,

Vibrio and Tenacibaculum, typical of environmental deterioration,

bleaching, and blooming events; Tinta et al., 2019) is favoured.

In fact, the presence of Vibrio can be justified by the nutrient-rich

habitat provided by alive Cassiopea sp. specimens as well as by its

decaying tissue, especially under higher temperature. Vibrio can be

responsible for haemolysis, and cytotoxicity and they can outcompete

other bacterial associates and become highly dominant (Kramar

et al., 2019).

Moreover, the higher oxygen availability (NSS) favours the

selection of less dispersed and richer aerobic bacterial member not

enriched in condition of 100% oxygen saturation. Hence, further
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investigations are essential to verify the role of the microbiome in our

experimental conditions. This is imperative since additional

physiological responses, not encompassed by our analyses, could

potentially contribute to this observed phenomenon.

Overall, while no significant impact was observed on symbiont

density, GST, and SOD activity across treatments, thermal stress led to

a decline in chlorophyll content, photochemical efficiency, bell size, and

an increase in bell pulsation rate. Oxygen supersaturation, particularly

at moderate temperatures, mitigated chlorophyll and bell size

reduction, indicating improved energy utilization and storage

potential for the holobiont (Stoner et al., 2022). The microbiome

may amplify these effects by enhancing oxidative stress defenses and

overall holobiont resilience during moderate thermal stress (Hector

et al., 2022), although further inquiry is needed. In these scenarios, the

benefits of oxygen supersaturation disappeared once a certain threshold

temperature is reached (e.g., 34 or 36°C, depending on the response),

suggesting their efficacy within a specific temperature range. Notably,

as many Cnidarians exist near their upper temperature limits (Klein

et al., 2019), these benefits may not extend universally. In our

experiment, mortality at 38°C remained consistent across oxygen

treatments, highlighting that these responses to heat stress stem from

intricate partner interactions (Hawkins et al., 2016; Klein et al., 2022),

and may ultimately lead to holobiont’s mortality. In this study, both

experimental treatments were characterized by oxygen concentrations

that exceeded oxygen values experienced by the holobiont during the

nighttime under ambient temperature conditions (Arossa et al., 2021).

Consequently, holobionts subjected to the treatment simulating

“100AS” might have experienced a relative advantage during

nighttime periods. Under typical hypoxic nighttime conditions, these

organisms are indeed forced to navigate the challenges associated with

reduced oxygen availability. This was taken into account for the

discussion of the results.

Our study encountered specific limitations that shaped its

execution and findings. First, the inclusion of a temperature

control group, while ideal, was not feasible due to the

experiment’s sacrificial nature and the limited availability of

holobionts. This limitation, however, allowed us to focus on

enhancing the statistical power for more robust inter-treatment

comparisons. Second, our experimental design did not incorporate

a real control in the natural environment, presenting a potential gap

in simulating the exact environmental contexts our findings might

apply to. Third, we faced technical limitations with our gas delivery

system, which prevented us from achieving the target oxygen levels

for the supersaturation treatment. Each of these constraints played a

role in shaping the scope and interpretation of our results.

In conclusion, during thermal stress, C. andromeda holobionts

gain from supersaturation through (1) stabilizing bell size, (2)

mitigating loss of photosynthetic pigments, (3) the selection of a

more consistent bacterial community, and (4) enhancing bacterial

community redundancy for heightened holobiont resilience. Thus,

the increased O2 supply from external primary producers isn’t the

sole factor driving thermal resilience; Cassiopea’s endosymbionts

likely contribute significantly. These findings align with Banha et al.

(2020) that C. andromeda could thrive in future climate change

scenarios of elevated seawater temperatures, expanding its range
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(Aljbour et al., 2019) where supersaturation environmentally

prevails or thanks to the photosynthetic activity of endosymbionts.

Nonetheless, investigating whether these outcomes apply to other

cnidarian holobiont associations remains imperative. While this

research highlights the benefits of Symbiodiniaceae driven O2

supersaturation for cnidarians, expanding ocean deoxygenation,

particularly in warm waters such as the Red Sea, underscores the

urgent need to address eutrophication and global CO2 emissions, and

restore potential sources of O2 (e.g., seagrass meadows, mangroves,

etc.). These factors are significant anthropogenic contributors to the

formation of oxygen-depleted zones.
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